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Our world is changing rapidly. 

Global transformations are revolutionizing how 
humans work, play, live and interact with one 
another, and with the Earth.



The world’s most sophisticated Earth imaging constellation

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Legion is DigitalGlobe’s next-generation multi-satellite constellation, Construction began mid 2017, Launches begin early 2021



DigitalGlobe’s Current and Future Constellation
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The Industry’s Leading Constellation

IKONOS®
.82 meter
resolution
9 m CE90

QuickBird®
.65 meter
resolution
23 m CE90

WorldView-3®
.31 meter
resolution

<3.5 m CE90

WorldView-2®
.46 meter
resolution

<3.5 m CE90

GeoEye-1®
.41 meter
resolution
3.0 m CE90

WorldView-1®
.50 meter
resolution
<4 m CE90

AVAILABLE VIA DIGITALGLOBE ARCHIVE CURRENTLY IMAGING IN ORBIT

WorldView-4®
.31 meter
resolution

<3.5 m CE90



WorldView-3

• Atmospheric Compensation
• Spatial Resolution
• SWIR

Primary 
Telescope

CAVIS



Electromagnetic spectrum with respect to WorldView-3 bands



88 DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.



Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
DigitalGlobe is part of Maxar Technologies, the global leader in satellite communications, ground infrastructure, Earth observation, advanced analytics, insights from machine learning, next-generation propulsion, space robotics, on-orbit servicing, on-orbit assembly, and protection of space assets.



DigitalGlobe is an industry pioneer and continues to lead.

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Resolution - High resolution enables customers to see objects invisible to other providers. DigitalGlobe has best in class resolution at 5x nearest competitor and 10x best “start-up”Geolocation accuracy - Radial distance from the true geolocational coordinates, reducing the need for verification. DigitalGlobe has the best in class geolocational �accuracy.Revisit - Increased access opportunities over areas of interest, unlocking monitoring and change detection capabilities. Our future constellation improves current revisit times, while maintaining quality.Collection capacity / scale / agility - Contributing factors in determining the number of orbital passes required to collect an area of interest. We have unmatched agility, enabling mission flexibility targets.



EarthWatchTM

A New Era in Geospatial Information Accessibility

© DigitalGlobeDigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.
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Tap into The DigitalGlobe

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

The smartest, most comprehensive 
geospatial ecosystem on the planet.

Our ecosystem, 25 years in the making, is supported by the industry's 
most sophisticated satellite imaging constellation, providing:

• Highest commercially available resolution
• Complete global coverage
• Advanced technical capabilities

Together with our partners, DigitalGlobe is proud to introduce a new 
era in geospatial information accessibility. Whether you are customizing 
maps or monitoring change, we have the superior products and 
simplified access to help you transform your organization.

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
Previous second paragraph:DigitalGlobe’s superior ground infrastructure and cloud-based platform, along with the combined internal expertise of our scientists, developers and external partners, make information and insight about our changing planet available instantaneously.



A new era in geospatial information accessibility

16 DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.
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Options are key as your business evolves

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Access only what’s relevant to you with flexible access to premium imagery 
and geospatial information

• Premium Content

Ensure that you can act fast today and evolve at the speed of your customers

• Global Access • Best Value

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
We wanted to come up with a way to make all of this available to anyone who needs it. But with the shear volume and variety of rich geospatial information available, we needed to package it in a way that met our customers ever changing needs. What’s relevant to you now? What will be relevant in 6 months, 36 months? Only you know that. So we’re enabling customers to select and consume only the information that is relevant to them, and do so in the way that best integrates into their existing work streams. Premium Content for Quality information that is rich in data and accurateGlobal Access to ensure you’re getting Actionable imagery that’s relevant to the areas and details of interestBest Value to empower decisions that deliver outcomes and resultsWorking with imagery and geospatial information in general has its challenges. Especially when you’re trying to keep up with evolving customer demands. The ability to move quickly and confidently from data identification to decisive action is increasingly critical. Accurate and beautiful imageryGlobal access and unlimited usersFlexible and powerful solutions



See the world in more ways than one
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Global AccessPremium Content Best Value
• Most comprehensive imagery library
• Best mosaics on Earth

• No AOI Restrictions
• Unlimited Users

• Pay only for what you use
• No complex licensing 

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
EarthWatch is a single subscription that offers flexible access to the world's best geospatial content.EarthWatch is the most comprehensive way to interact with the world's best geospatial content and apply analytics to derive meaningful geospatial information. Now for the first time ever, you can access all of these products and capabilities through a single subscription solution. Because one size doesn't fit all, with EarthWatch try and choose which products work best for you for your business needs. 



Premium Content
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Premium content

20 DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Standard Daily 

FirstLook Metro

Vivid

At a glance

• 30cm resolution

• Broad coverage

• Best aesthetics

• Frequent refresh

• Time-lapse capabilities

Выступающий
Заметки для презентации
This is what we had on the LP:30cm high resolution imageryCurated mosaics8-band multispectral imageryShortwave Infrared (SWIR) imageryAccess to the world's largest archive of satellite imageryOver 1M km2 of updated imagery every day
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Most comprehensive library 
of satellite imagery

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Premium Content: 

Standard & Daily
• Global coverage

• 5+ year curated imagery

• 25+ year imagery library

• Best imagery or extended coverage

• Individual image strips with key metadata

• Image access within days after collection

• Additional images from our daily collections 
(relaxed cloud cover, sun elevation)

Imagery collects over the last 30 days
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Most timely satellite imagery 
of world events

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Premium Content: 

FirstLook

• 200+ major global events annually, 
with option for additional customer 
“local” events

• Image access hours after collection

• Pre- and post-event imagery for 
change/damage assessment

June 27, 2017 Landslide 
Maoxian county, Sichuan province, China
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Most advanced global mosaics

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Premium Content: 

Mosaics (Metro & Vivid)
• Curated & color-balanced for optimal aesthetics

• Off-the-shelf ready 

• Updated annually

• On-demand build options offer flexibility and 
real-time currency

• Access options for simplified integration

• Global coverage



Global Access
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What you need when you want it

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Global Cloud Access: 

• View and download 
privileges to any areas 
of interest (AOI)

• Access from anywhere

• Unlimited users

• Intuitive browser interface

• New imagery alerts

• GIS tool integration

• Browser or API available
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Only pay for what you need

DigitalGlobe proprietary and confidential.

Best Value: 

• Only pay for what you stream or 
download

• Multiple products via one subscription

• Predictable collections

• Frequent Updates  

• Privacy

• Stated refresh / currency goals

• Full metadata

• Specified accuracy
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